Business executive. Corporate records (1934–1973), including articles of incorporation and minutes of the Oklahoma Public Services Corporation, the Oklahoma-Kansas Natural Gas Company, the Atlantic Oil Corporation, and the Continental Investment Corporation; operating manuals and brochures (1927–1930) of the Eason Oil Company, the Mid-Continent Petroleum Corporation, the Independent Oil and Gas Company, and the Transcontinental Oil Company; and a notebook (1957) labeled “Proxy Contest,” including lists of stock sales and stockholders for the Atlantic Oil Corporation.

Box 1
Minutes, Continental Corporation, 1942-1973

Corporate Records, including Articles of Incorporation and Minutes, for the Oklahoma-Kansas Natural Gas Company, 1942-1973.

Box 2
Corporate Records, including Articles of Incorporation and Minutes, for the Continental Investment Corporation, 1934-1942.

Corporate Records, including Articles of Incorporation and Minutes, for the Oklahoma Public Service Corporation, 1926-1971.

Box 3


Box 4
Notebook labeled “Proxy Contest”, for the Atlantic Oil Corporation, including lists of stock sales and stockholders, 1957.

Operating Manual, Independent Oil and Gas Company, 1929.


Box 5
Oklahoma Public Service Corporation Papers, 1941-1971

Bond Retirement and Liquidation

Papers dealing with Company closing and bond sales
Application for increase in gas rates

Powers of attorney and affidavits

Certificate of Incorporation and Related Materials

Application for order approving sale of OPSC assets to R. Lucas

E.B. & P.I. Johnston purchase of lot in Ochelata

Sale of assets and cease of operations

Annual report to Oklahoma Tax Commission

Powers of attorney from bondholders to A.W. Hughes

Annual report of State of Delaware

Cancelled bond

Mid-Continent Petroleum Corporation – Diamond Products Advertising and Merchandising

**Box 6**

Reprints and Bulletins, 1922-1931

Lots and Housing for Ochelata, Oklahoma, record for OPSC, 1966-1971

Oologah Gas Company, for OSPC, 1967

Blank ledger

Mid-Continent Petroleum Corporation – Diamond Products Advertising and Merchandising, 1927

**Box 7**

Records of the Continental Investment Corporation, later renamed the Continental Corporation, which bought, held and sold gas and oil royalties.

Corporate seals from Oklahoma Public Service Corporation (OPSC) and the Continental Corporation.

Three books owned by Paul I. Johnston:


**Box 8**

Brochures (n.d., ca. 1920s) designed by Johnston for Mid-Continent Petroleum Corporation


**Box 9**

Redrope folder titled, “Assignments from Continental Corporation to Home-Stake Royalty Corporation (1/4), Home-Stake Oil & Gas (3 ¼), and Investors Royalty (1/2).” Includes meeting minutes of Continental Corporation Board of Directors, 1973; deeds of mineral rights and related documents concerning the sale of Continental Corporation.

One box of Gold Seal brand glass microslides. Half of the slides contain geologic specimens, n.d.

Addition 11-4-2013 and 2-14-2014:


Biographical summary of J. Kendall Johnston.

**Box 10: Republic Natural Gas / Mobil Oil Folder:**

1. Reference notebook of conversions and related tables.
Booklet of handwritten notes regarding dry felt, coke, tar, roofing; and locations in Cleveland, Philadelphia, Shady Side, and Everett, 1913-1916.

2. Report Upon American Refining Properties (Oil and Refining Division), 1931.


16. Stratigraphic Secs.

**Box 11: Republic Natural Gas / Mobil Oil Folder:**

1. Douglas Creek Arch – Gas.

2. Engineering.


8. Text of a speech partly authored by J. K. Johnston and given by R. R. Church at Staff Services Dept. Conference for Mobil Marketing Personnel: “You’ve Got to Find It Before You Sell It,” 1964. Includes samples of oil-stained sandstone, shale, limestone, granite, and silty dolomite. Also includes a diagram of layers (with samples) at a well in Montana. [Very fragile.] See also Box 12 F6.


**Box 12: Republic Natural Gas / Mobil Oil Folder:**

1. Reading File. Includes correspondence and reports on various deals and proposals, primarily regarding the Anadarko Basin and other areas in Oklahoma, 1980-1983.


Addition 5-10-2011:

6. Slides to accompany a speech by Paul I. Johnston. (See Box 11 F8)

7. Sand gauge folder made by Geological Specialty Co. of Oklahoma City.

8. Published maps by the Oil and Gas Journal and other sources. Mostly commercially-produced petroleum and geological maps used by Johnston in his work, plus a climate map of the world used by Johnston while in training at the University of Chicago in 1940 in officer candidate school for meteorology.
9. Proprietary maps, including one by the Oklahoma Geological Survey. Also includes several hand drawn weather maps which illustrate the weather forecasting work Johnston studied at the University of Chicago.

Certificates and Diplomas Collection: